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Gulf War 
Track 12 – Disc 2 

 
Verse 1 
It’s after the Cold War, but not sub-zero 
Saddam Hussein the villain 
And George Bush the hero 
Or so the story goes 
Well how’s the story end? 
Well that’s a decade later  
But for now let’s begin 
Iraq and the U.S.  
Had made a temporary plan 
That we would be cool  
While Iraq was fighting Iran 
But the U.S. could never trust  
A snake in the grass 
Basically what happened  
When all the fighting had passed 
It's 1990  
And tension from Iraq’s debt to Kuwait 
And Saddam wanted forgiveness  
Of the debt for Allah’s sake 
But Kuwait did not forgive the loan 
And handed the bill 
And got an okay from OPEC  
To go to Iraq and drill 
Kuwait was drilling in Rumaila 
Iraq’s oil field 
Iraq was like the game show  
Talking Let’s Make A Deal 
Iraq was losing money  
And wanted Kuwait to cover cost 
Kuwait said, “You already owe us”  
Then all hope was lost 
This was the 
 
Chorus 
The Gulf War, the Gulf War 
You said you wanna know about  
The Gulf War 
(Repeat) 
 
Kuwait vs. Iraq but that’s not it 
More countries involved, United Nations 
It’s all about restricting the oil flow 
In other words, it's all about the dough 

Verse 2 
Saddam fed up  
Thinking that Kuwait’s in cahoots 
With all Iraq’s enemies 
So he rallied the troops 
And August 2nd 1990, they invaded Kuwait 
But what they didn’t expect  
Was the U.S. of A. 
Kuwait and the US  
Requested meetings at the UN 
Wanted to get Iraq crippled  
By passing sanctions 
Like 660 demanding the troops pull out 
And 661 affecting the money no doubt 
And 665 which gave them a naval blockade 
To prevent Iraq from benefiting  
From the commerce and trade 
So Saddam countered that  
And said let’s make a truce 
I’ll pull out of Kuwait  
If everyone else follows suit 
That goes for Israel  
In Palestine, Syria, Lebanon 
Otherwise (Imma be forced to drop bombs) 
But Bush wasn’t having it 
Said they don’t relate 
“Saddam this is your last warning  
Don’t make a mistake 
I know Iraq might not be scared 
But we’re the biggest military 
I suggest you don’t poke the bear” 
And so negotiations commenced 
Without a sound or whistle 
All the fighting raged on  
With the use of the SCUD missile 
 
I came back to my house. And there were soldiers. 
With big guns. My mother was lying on the floor. 
My brothers and my sister were gone. 
And right now, I’m hiding under my bed. 
Because, because I don't know what to do! 
 
(Repeat Chorus) 
 
Help me. 

 


